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u.s. R.POR" ) 

Fraud makes mockery of u.s. ·elections 
Auster;ty- and drug-pushers win through vote theft 

Preliminary analysis of the nationwide pattern of vote 
fraud in the Nov. 7 elections reveals a comprehensive, 

precisely targeted operation by the London-controlled 
fraud machine to wipe out opposition to drug-running 
and terrorism, and potential support for the European 
Monetary System. In every case of documented or 
suspected fraud, the result was to weaken traditional 
Democrats or Republicans and replace them with 

British influenced candidates. Included in this pattern 
of fraud is the outright theft of a Baltimore 
congressional seat from U.S. Labor Party candidate 
Debra Hanania-Freeman (see box), by drug 
decriminalization advocate Parren Mitchell, and 
massive fraud against Labor Party congressional 

candidate Graham Lowry by the Kennedy machine in 

Boston. 

Kissinger-Kennedy coalition 
The official tallies throughout the country have put 

into office a Kissinger-Kennedy coalition, often across 
party lines, masquerading as representing the anti

inflation. pro-austerity mood of the population. "It is 

the historic mission of the DemoCratic Party to make 
austerity in government work," crowed Jerry Brown. 

the reelected Democratic governor of California. In 
the main, this is the explicit intention of the 
inconsistent mishmash of Republicans and Democrats 

credited with winning office. 
Brown's election was combined with defeat for his 

Democratic running mate, M.elvin Dymally; the new 

lieutenant governor will be Michael Curb, a 
Proposition 13-style Republican. Brown's personal 

victory, following his lying, budget-slashing 
performance, is due to both a fraud apparatus. and 

most importantiy, the political suicide committed by 

previously pronuclear-energy Republican guber
natorial candidate Evelle Younger. Under Kissinger 

advice, Younger threw the election by trying to out

austerity Brown, and dropping his nuclear program. 

The Kissinger hold over the Republican party is also 
responsible for the defeat of Meldrim Thomson, the 

Republican governor of New Hampshire whose name 
is synonymous with the Seabrook nuclear power plant. 

Other decent Republicans fell victim as well. 
Edward Brooke of Massachusetts, who holds the 

Freeman in Baltimore: 'I Beat Parren Mitchell' 

"There is no question that. if the vote of the living 
had been counted fairly. I won the 7th congressional 
seat f r o m  slave labor a n d  m a r ijuana 
decriminalization advocate Parren Mitchell," Dr. 

Debra Hanania-Freeman announced today from 
her Baltimore headquarters. "The 89 percent which 
my opponent received. as well as the 11 percent 
tally registered for me. is a statistical 

impossibility.' • 

"In the official tallies." Freeman continued. "the 

fraud machine made one crucial mistake. and 
reported an honest tally in one precinct. As in the 

pattern of fraud carried out against the LaRouche 
presidential campaign in 1976 and other Labor 
campaigns. a precinct in which the Labor Party did 
not heavily campaign. this time in an Appalachian 
white neighborhood. was overlooked in the fraud, 
and actually reflects the minimal voting strength of 

the Labor Party. The vote in this precinct in 

Baltimore was 77-43, in favor of m�." 
The Freeman campaign and the national U.S. 

Labor Party headquarters have announced their 

intention to pursue the fraud case until justice is 

restored. "The Hanania-Freeman case is only the 
most glaring of wholesale vote fraud cases around 

the country in Tuesday's so-called election." 
Freeman said. "Millions of voter .. who pulled the 

lever for the Labor Party and for other antidrug, 
antiausterity or even simply pro-progress 
candidates were disenfranchised in order to make 

this election . a�pear a mandate for antilabor 
austerity. 

"It is of the utmost urgency that this impression 

be reversed, and that the real voice of the American 
population be heard to pave the way for U.S. 
entrance into the industrial renaissance being 
prepared by the founders of the. European 
Monetary Fund." 
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ranking Republican position on the Senate Banking 
Committee, and who looks askance at the British 
banking takeovers pushed by Kennedy, was deprived 
of office by a combination of scandal and the Kennedy 
fraud machine. Robert Griffin, ranking Republican 
Senator from Michigan, underwent a similar demise, 
after his Kissinger-controlled party allowed their fund
raiser Max Fisher and the United Auto Workers to 
defraud the Labor Party out of a place on the ballot. 

The Republicans were thrown a few bones, 
generally where they toed the Kennedy line. Such is 
the case of Charles Percy, who up to the final hours of 
the election was expected to lose to pro-industrial Alex 
Seith. The new Republican governor of Pennsylvania, 
Thornburgh, is prodrug, Ii la Kennedy. The 
Republican victories in Minnesota and Texas and 
Wisconsin are yet to be more fully evaluated. 

Tory politics USA 
In effect what has resulted is the classic Tory-Labour 
Party parliamentary-style coalition which UA W 
president Doug Fraser has advocated. Recipients of 
the notorious British Rhodes scholarships won in 
Arkansas, Kansas and New Jersey. Only on the 
gambling issues was the actual sentiment of the 
population registered, as casinos and jai-alai were 
defeated in Florida and New Jersey. Otherwise 
American voters reflected their knowledge of the 
nonelections held in 1975 and 1976 - they refused to 
vote in droves. Where they did vote, they were 
passively subjected to the same treatment that led to 
U.S. Labor Party presidential candidate LaRouche's 
pitiful official vote, compared to the 5 million he 
received, in 1976. The following preliminary grid 
indicates the depth of fraud perpetrated at the polls 
last Tuesday. 
Pennsylvania: In the 2nd and 7th congressional 
districts, USLP candidates Anton Chaitkin and 
Anthony Esposito waged strong campaigns against 
their drug-advocating opponents Rev. William Grey 
and Rep. Robert Edgar, respectively. Edgar, whose 
cosponsorship of federal legislation decriminalizing 
marijuana was thoroughly exposed by Esposito, 
supposedly gained a tiny, unexpected I,OOO-vote 
margin over his Republican opponent Robert Kane, 
even though Kane campaigned on an antidrug 
platform which favored industry. Esposito received 
only 200 votes while the industrialized areas of the 
district went heavily for Kane. However, Upper 
Darby, where Kane is a popular mayor, suspiciously 
was a warded to Edgar. 

Last month, Chaitkin had moved to preempt fraud 

by challenging the nearly 200,000 mail registration 
forms dumped on the Philadelphia Board of Elections 
by various liberal groups at the close of the 
registration period. His challenge prompted Board of 
Elections Director Margaret Tartaglione to check the 
registrations; she discovered 13,000 out of 50,000 
checked to be fraudulent. 
Missouri:Following the coverup of massive fraud in 
the Democratic congressional primary, Rep. William 
Clay gained reelection over the challenges of USLP 
candidate Gerald Pechenuk and Republican William 
White. In September, Clay's organized crime-linked 
political machine reportedly arranged to quash the 
legal challenge to the Clay primary victory, a 
challenge begun by his opponent Elsa Hill. Hill's case, 
which documented she had been defrauded in the 
primary, was subsequently thrown out of court. 

The same day the USLP's Pechenuk was notified his 
name would appear on the November ballot, rifle 
blasts were fired into his home. Pechenuk, who was 
credited with 500 votes, ran a high-profile campaign 
exposing Clay's ties to the now-defunct Emprise 
Corporation and SportServices, both of which are said 
to be linked to the illegal laundering of funds from 
narcotics trafficking. 
Washington, D.C.: Marion Barry who gained his 
party's nomination in a fraud-ridden primary last 
September, won the mayoralty with 68 percent of the 
vote. As of this writing, Barry's Republican opponent 
Arthur Fletcher has yet not conceded the election, 
citing indications of enormous fraud. For example, in 
the fifth ward, 8,000 voters cast nearly 13,000 ballots. 

USLP candidate Pennington, who was publicly 
acknowledged as a major force in this race, was given 
less than 1 percent of the vote. Her running mate, 
Stuart Rosenblatt, the USLP's candidate for 
councilman-at-lalgt-::�s accorded less than 4 percent 
of the vote against hiS dope-advocating rival Hilda 
Mason. Rosenblatt, who won 19 percent of the vote in a 
school board race last year, had forged a powerful get
out-the-vote machine which included supporters of 
incumbent Mayor Walter Washington (who was 
defrauded in the primary) and Republicans. 
New York-New Jersey: The drug money of top drug 
boss Edgar Bronfman funded both sides in the New 
York governor's race. Other "victors" include New 
Jersey senatorial contender Bill Bradley and t!:ssex 
County Executive winner Peter Shapiro, both of whom 
support legalizing drug use. In the latter case, Shapiro 
ran an incredible 4 to lover Republican Notte despite 
Notte's endorsement by the World Community of Al
Islam in the West which carries considerable weight 
in Newark, the county's most populous city. 
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